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Details of Visit:

Author: kayak
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 19 Aug 2011 17:40
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Heathrow Secrets
Website: http://www.heathrowsecrets.com
Phone: 07909633564

The Premises:

Heathrow Secrets is a tidy flat tucked away behind the high street in Harlington. There is free,
discreet and safe parking behind the building. Also worth noting is that the bathroom is excellent. It's
nice and clean, and there was a power shower, plenty of hot water and clean good quality towels on
offer.

Sophie, who is a contributor on the board, and who runs the place, gave me directions over the
phone, and when I met her she was lovely. We had a chat and I was made to feel very welcome.

The Lady:

Lucy was nicely tanned, and had a lovely fit figure. She has short dark hair in a modern style, and
has striking good looks. She has a compelling kind of attractiveness that is quite memorable. She
was instantly warm to me, putting me at ease, and during the appointment she was playful and
even went on to talking really dirty to me as well, which was great.

The Story:

I normally decline a massage, but I'm glad that Lucy insisted on giving me one to start with,
because she had some tricks up her sleeve that were so teasingly erotic, that I have to confess to
never having experienced them before.

I enjoy both having and giving oral sex, and with Lucy I experienced some tremendous pleasure.
Her oral technique was outstanding. It was very wet, and she deepthroated me, and gave lots of
attention to my foreskin, and underneath it as well. She sucked quite vigorously at times, and even
introduced some gentle teeth to the procedure. It was wonderful, and I had to mentally list the most
mundane things I could think of in order not to fall over the precipice, because I just wanted to keep
experiencing it. What was also excellent, was that she gave loads of attention to my balls, which I
adore.

Finally I decided I was ready to fuck her, and she was so game in that department too, allowing a
whole combination of positions, including a new one that I'd never experienced before! The
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wonderful final? for me, was when I came all over her tits and stomach, to the sounds of her talking
dirty to me.

Only when I got home and looked at their website, did I realise that Lucy is actually "Bi", and never
knowingly having previously punted with a "bi" lady before, I believe that it really brought something
different to the experience.

I could have believed that Lucy either had the manual for me (or had read all my previous field
reports!), but I would conclude that she just is one awesome lady.
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